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Looking for something to read? See our Reading List; these books, separated by category, are 

ones we find interesting and insightful. We will be adding to the list over time. 
 

[Posted: March 23, 2022—9:30 AM EDT] Global equity markets are mostly higher this 

morning. In Europe, the EuroStoxx 50 is currently down 0.5% from its prior close. In Asia, the 

MSCI Asia Apex 50 closed up 1.9%. Chinese markets were higher, with the Shanghai 

Composite up 0.3% from its prior close while the Shenzhen Composite was up 0.5%. U.S. equity 

index futures are signaling a lower open.  
 

The Confluence macro team publishes a plethora of research reports and multimedia offerings on 

a weekly and quarterly basis, all available on our website. We highlight recent publications 

below, with new items of the day emphasized in bold: 

• Bi-Weekly Geopolitical Report (3/14/2022) (with associated podcast): “The Ukraine War 

and the Path of Globalization” 

• Weekly Energy Update (3/17/2022):   The oil market spike appears to be mostly short 

covering.  The Saudis are cozying up to the Chinese.   

• Asset Allocation Quarterly - Q1 2022 (1/20/2022): Discussion of our asset allocation 

process, Q1 2022 portfolio changes, and our outlook for the markets 

• Asset Allocation Bi-Weekly (3/21/2022) (with associated podcast): “A Commodity 

Update” 

• Confluence of Ideas podcast (1/20/2022): “The 2022 Outlook” 

• Current Perspectives: “2022 Outlook: Update #1” (2/18/2022) 

 

Once again, our Comment opens with an update on the Russia-Ukraine war, where the leading 

news over the next couple of days is likely to be the major allied diplomatic meetings in Europe.  

We next review a range of international and U.S. developments with the potential to affect the 

financial markets today.  We conclude with the latest news on the coronavirus pandemic. 

 

Russia-Ukraine:  Russian invasion forces remain essentially stalled in northern and eastern 

Ukraine, while the Ukrainian defenders are reportedly mounting modest counterattacks in an 

effort to push them back or at least disrupt their ongoing resupply efforts.  The Russians appear 

to be making some progress in consolidating their hold on the country’s southeastern coastline, 

but vicious street fighting continues in the city of Mariupol.  According to U.S. defense officials, 

more than 10% of Russia’s invasion troops have been killed or wounded and are no longer in the 

fight.  To make up for those losses and regain momentum, Russian President Putin appears to be 

pressuring Belarusian President Lukashenka to throw his troops into the battle.  However, 

Ukrainian military officials say Lukashenka and the Belarusian military strongly resist that idea, 

at least for the time being. 

 

Daily Comment 
 

By Patrick Fearon-Hernandez, CFA, 

and Thomas Wash 

http://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/reading-list/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/research-news/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/weekly_geopolitical_report_3_14_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/geopolitical-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_mar_17_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/wkly_energy_mar_17_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/Asset_Allocation_Quarterly_Q122.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/AAW_Mar_21_2022.pdf
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/asset-allocation-weekly-podcast/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/category/podcasts/confluence-of-ideas/
https://www.confluenceinvestment.com/wp-content/uploads/2022_Outlook_Update1_Feb2022.pdf
https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-russia-crisis-crosshairs-live-briefing/31668477.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/03/22/ukraine-makariv-russia-stall/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national-security/2022/03/22/ukraine-makariv-russia-stall/
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• President Biden left yesterday for a summit of NATO leaders in Brussels to be held 

tomorrow and other allied meetings later in the week.  Reports indicate Ukrainian 

President Zelensky will address the NATO meeting by video link. U.S. National Security 

Advisor Sullivan said the agenda items for the meetings would include: 

o Imposing further sanctions on Russia and tightening the existing sanctions, 

including a possible European ban on importing Russian oil and natural gas, 

although Germany continues to resist that idea; 

o Beefing up NATO’s military force posture on its eastern flank; 

o Steps to enhance Europe’s energy security and reduce its heavy dependence on 

Russian gas; 

o Steps to deal with the massive humanitarian crisis touched off by the war, 

including the mass flow of refugees into western Europe; and, 

o Resolving other prior disputes among the allies that could distract them from 

dealing with the Russia crisis, such as trade and technology disagreements. 

• Separately, Russia’s deputy energy minister said storm damage would reduce oil flows 

through the Caspian Pipeline Consortium’s pipeline from central Asia to the Black Sea 

by up to one million barrels per day for the next two months.  The announcement could 

be a subtle way to warn that Russia could strike back at the U.S. and its allies by shutting 

off its own energy exports. 

o Underscoring those fears, German regulators have asked its energy utilities to 

report on their energy needs and prepare plans for a possible cutoff of Russian 

energy supplies next winter. 

o The more immediate impact from the news is that the threat of one million barrels 

per day kept off the market has given a significant boost to global oil prices so far 

today.  Of course, the impact of the war also continues to affect a wide range of 

other major commodities. 

 

Taiwan:  As Taipei continues to consider the lessons of Russia’s invasion of Ukraine, officials 

say they may extend compulsory military service beyond the current four months.  Taiwan has 

been gradually shifting from a conscript military to a volunteer-dominated professional force, but 

Beijing’s growing pressure against the island it claims as its own, as well as Russia’s invasion of 

Ukraine, have prompted debate about how to boost civil defense. 

 

United Kingdom:  The February Consumer Price Index was up 6.2% year-over-year, 

accelerating from the January gain of 5.5% and marking the highest inflation rate since 1992 (see 

chart immediately below, and the data tables farther down).  The figures illustrate how the 

current inflation problem is widespread around the world.  The figures also suggest the Bank of 

England will face pressure to hike interest rates further in the coming months. 

 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-allies-aim-to-project-united-front-against-russia-at-nato-meeting-11648027552
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-allies-aim-to-project-united-front-against-russia-at-nato-meeting-11648027552
https://www.rferl.org/a/ukraine-zelenskiy-nato-summit/31765543.html
https://www.ft.com/content/ffbe7479-bf0e-4c62-a398-dd815a22b7f6
https://www.ft.com/content/66c2d54a-98bf-480d-a07c-ccfb955425af
https://www.ft.com/content/c7b4cc17-3258-43e5-ba3d-c006f5843f0d
https://www.ft.com/content/c7b4cc17-3258-43e5-ba3d-c006f5843f0d
https://www.ft.com/content/0792810c-7dfc-466c-983a-9e4d35712102
https://www.ft.com/content/0792810c-7dfc-466c-983a-9e4d35712102
https://www.ft.com/content/0792810c-7dfc-466c-983a-9e4d35712102
https://www.wsj.com/story/how-war-ripples-through-commodity-markets-6b3acf6d?mod=hp_lista_pos1
https://www.wsj.com/story/how-war-ripples-through-commodity-markets-6b3acf6d?mod=hp_lista_pos1
https://www.scmp.com/news/china/military/article/3171519/taiwan-looks-extending-compulsory-military-service-beyond-4?utm_medium=email&utm_source=cm&utm_campaign=enlz-today_international&utm_content=20220323&tpcc=enlz-today_international&UUID=4c6366e3-f0b7-4916-867f-108f3c76009e&next_article_id=3171512&article_id_list=3171547,3171516,3171514,3171519,3171512,3171493,3171553,3171551&tc=21&CMCampaignID=31744f537ffe9f9c512e9ca8b8e865fc
https://www.ft.com/content/6982f7d7-0c8f-434f-b370-7644a0bb4b5e
https://www.ft.com/content/6982f7d7-0c8f-434f-b370-7644a0bb4b5e
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United States-United Kingdom:  The U.S. and the U.K. struck a trade accord under which the 

U.S. will allow the U.K. to ship “historically-based sustainable volumes” of steel and aluminum 

products to the U.S. without the levies imposed under the former Trump administration, while 

the U.K. will lift levies on American whiskey, motorcycles, and tobacco.  

 

U.S. Monetary Policy:  Cleveland FRB President Loretta J. Mester yesterday said the Fed 

would have to raise interest rates many times as it seeks to lower very high levels of inflation.  

According to Mester, the benchmark fed funds rate will have to reach 2.5% before the end of this 

year and even higher in 2023. 

• Mester’s year-end target of 2.5% is a bit lower than several other policymakers have 

suggested, but it still underscores the extent to which the monetary officials are panicked 

by inflation and are now intent on ratcheting up interest rates aggressively. 

• All the same, we continue to suspect their rate hikes will expose financial fragilities 

and/or an economic slowdown after even a limited number of increases, forcing the Fed 

to retreat. 

 

Canada:  Prime Minister Trudeau and his center-left Liberal Party struck an agreement in which 

the leftist New Democratic Party will support his government in key votes until mid-2025.  The 

deal ensures that the Liberal government, which currently holds only a minority of seats in 

parliament, will be able to stay in power for at least the next three years. 

• Combined, the two parties hold a majority of the seats in parliament. 

• Under the agreement, the parties will cooperate in implementing a progressive agenda 

that focuses on climate change, expanding medical and dental coverage for lower-income 

Canadians, and delivering more affordable housing. 

 

COVID-19:  Official data show confirmed cases have risen to  474,206,633 worldwide, with 

6,099,561 deaths.  In the U.S., confirmed cases rose to 79,803,670, with 973,266 deaths.  (For an 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-u-k-strike-trade-deal-to-end-tariffs-on-british-steel-and-american-whiskey-11647984980
https://www.wsj.com/articles/feds-bullard-says-big-rate-increases-lie-ahead-for-economy-11647958416?mod=markets_featst_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/feds-bullard-says-big-rate-increases-lie-ahead-for-economy-11647958416?mod=markets_featst_pos2
https://www.wsj.com/articles/canadas-trudeau-strikes-deal-with-rival-to-prop-up-minority-government-11647961084
https://www.wsj.com/articles/canadas-trudeau-strikes-deal-with-rival-to-prop-up-minority-government-11647961084
https://www.nytimes.com/live/2022/03/23/world/covid-19-mandates-cases-vaccine
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html
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interactive chart that allows you to compare cases and deaths among countries, scaled by 

population, click here.)  Meanwhile, in data on the U.S. vaccination program, the number of 

people who are considered fully vaccinated now totals 217,093,232, equal to 65.4% of the total 

population. 

 

• In the U.S., the seven-day average of people hospitalized with a confirmed or suspected 

COVID-19 totaled 20,984 yesterday, down 41% from two weeks earlier.  Despite the 

recent decline in hospitalizations, however, the Omicron mutation’s BA.2 subvariant 

continues to make gains abroad and is becoming a substantial factor in U.S. infections.  

Given BA.2’s greater transmissibility, experts are expecting yet another surge in U.S. 

cases, hospitalizations, and deaths. 

• While multiple studies have found that a fourth vaccine dose offers protection for elderly 

people and those with health problems, experts have found little evidence to support 

rolling out a fresh round of jabs more broadly. 

• Separately, in a new study, Moderna (MRNA, $186.72) said its vaccine induced robust 

immune responses in children ages 6 months to 5 years, even though the shot had only 

modest efficacy against the Omicron variant.  The company said it would seek 

authorization to use the vaccine for children five years old and younger, one of the last 

major demographic groups not currently eligible for vaccines. 

• Due to Congress’s failure to agree on new pandemic funding, the Biden administration 

says it has no more money to reimburse hospitals and other healthcare providers for the 

cost of testing and treating people who lack health insurance.  COVID-19 bills for 

uninsured patients will now depend on each hospital’s financial-aid policy and their 

prices, both of which can vary widely from one hospital to another. 

 

U.S. Economic Releases  

 

There were no U.S. economic releases so far this morning.  The table below lists the economic 

releases and/or Fed events scheduled for the rest of today. 

 

EST Speaker or Event

8:00 Jerome Powell Takes Part in BIS Panel

11:45 Mary Daly Takes Part in Bloomberg Event

15:00 James Bullard Discusses Economic Outlook

21:05 James Bullard Discusses Economic Outlook

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis

Economic Releases

 No economic releases today

Federal Reserve

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco

District or Position

President of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York

 

 

Foreign Economic News 
 

We monitor numerous global economic indicators on a continuous basis.  The most significant 

international news that was released overnight is outlined below.  Not all releases are equally 

significant, thus we have created a star rating to convey to our readers the importance of the 

various indicators.  The rating column below is a three-star scale of importance, with one star 

being the least important and three stars being the most important.  We note that these ratings do 

https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-chart/?areas=usa&areas=gbr&cumulative=0&logScale=1&perMillion=0&values=deaths
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://covid.cdc.gov/covid-data-tracker/#vaccinations
https://www.nytimes.com/interactive/2021/us/covid-cases.html?name=styln-coronavirus&region=TOP_BANNER&block=storyline_menu_recirc&action=click&pgtype=LegacyCollection&variant=1_BlueLink&is_new=false
https://www.wsj.com/articles/omicron-ba-2-variant-represents-rising-share-of-u-s-covid-19-cases-11647979879
https://www.ft.com/content/3963f1fa-64d7-4c68-9afb-bfba02c26971
https://www.ft.com/content/3963f1fa-64d7-4c68-9afb-bfba02c26971
https://www.wsj.com/articles/modernas-covid-19-vaccine-works-safely-in-young-children-company-says-11648036800?mod=hp_lead_pos3
https://www.wsj.com/articles/modernas-covid-19-vaccine-works-safely-in-young-children-company-says-11648036800?mod=hp_lead_pos3
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-administration-to-stop-reimbursing-hospitals-for-covid-19-care-for-uninsured-11647955166
https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-administration-to-stop-reimbursing-hospitals-for-covid-19-care-for-uninsured-11647955166
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change over time as economic circumstances change.  Additionally, for ease of reading, we have 

also color-coded the market impact section, which indicates the effect on the foreign market.  

Red indicates a concerning development, yellow indicates an emerging trend that we are 

following closely for possible complications, and green indicates neutral conditions.  We will 

add a paragraph below if any development merits further explanation. 

 
Country Indicator Current Prior Expected Rating Market Impact

ASIA-PACIFIC

Japan LEI m/m Jan 102.5 103.7 ** Equity and bond neutral

Machine tool orders y/y Feb 31.6% 31.6% ** Equity and bond neutral

EUROPE

UK Retail Sales, ex-fuel y/y Jan 8.2% -3.0% 7.9% *** Equity bullish, bond bearish

PPI Output y/y Jan 10.1% 9.3% 9.1% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

PPI Input y/y Jan 14.7% 13.5% 13.4% * Equity bearish, bond bullish

AMERICAS

Mexico Aggregate Supply and Demand y/y 4Q 3.0% 8.1% 3.6% * Equity and bond neutral  
 

Financial Markets 

 

The table below highlights some of the indicators that we follow on a daily basis.  Again, the 

color coding is similar to the foreign news description above.  We will add a paragraph below if 

a certain move merits further explanation. 

 
Fixed Income Today Prior Change Trend

3-mo Libor yield (bps) 96 93 3 Up

3-mo T-bill yield (bps) 48 49 -1 Neutral

TED spread (bps) 48 45 3 Widening

U.S. Libor/OIS spread (bps) 63 61 2 Down

10-yr T-note (%) 2.36 2.38 -0.02 Up

Euribor/OIS spread (bps) -50 -49 -1 Neutral

Currencies Direction

Dollar Up Neutral

Euro Down Up

Yen Down Neutral

Pound Down Up

Franc Down Neutral  
 

Commodity Markets 

 

The commodity section below shows some of the commodity prices and their change from the 

prior trading day, with commentary on the cause of the change highlighted in the last column. 
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Price Prior Change Explanation

Brent $118.32 $115.48 2.46%

WTI $111.63 $109.27 2.16%

Natural Gas $5.18 $5.19 -0.08%

Crack Spread $33.16 $35.49 -6.59%

12-mo strip crack $26.14 $26.62 -1.80%

Ethanol rack $2.61 $2.61 0.02%

Gold $1,931.20 $1,921.69 0.49%

Silver $25.04 $24.78 1.07%

Copper contract $474.30 $470.00 0.91%

Corn contract $756.25 $753.00 0.43%

Wheat contract $1,135.00 $1,118.25 1.50%

Soybeans contract $1,709.25 $1,696.50 0.75%

Baltic Dry Freight 2,546            2,589            -43

Actual Expected Difference

Crude (mb) -0.8

Gasoline (mb) -2.0

Distillates (mb) -1.1

Refinery run rates (%) 0.2%

Natural gas (bcf) -30.0

Shipping

Energy Markets

Metals

Grains

DOE Inventory Report

 
 

Weather 
 

The 6-10 day forecast calls for much warmer-than-normal temperatures for the western two-

thirds of the country, with below-normal temps for New England.  It’s expected to be wet in the 

Mountain West.  The 8-14 day forecast calls for below-normal temps for the Pacific and West 

Central regions, with above-normal temps for the South.  Drier-than-normal conditions are 

expected, with wet-to-normal conditions for the rest of the country.  
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Data Section 
 

U.S. Equity Markets – (as of 3/22/2022 close) 

 

-20% 0% 20% 40%

Communication Services

Technology

Consumer Discretionary

Real Estate

S&P 500

Materials

Consumer Staples

Healthcare

Industrials

Utilities

Financials

Energy

YTD Total Return

-1.0%-0.5% 0.0% 0.5% 1.0% 1.5% 2.0% 2.5% 3.0%

Energy

Healthcare

Utilities

Real Estate

Materials

Industrials

Consumer Staples

S&P 500

Technology

Financials

Communication Services

Consumer Discretionary

Prior Trading Day Total Return

(Source: Bloomberg) 
 

These S&P 500 and sector return charts are designed to provide the reader with an easy overview 

of the year-to-date and prior trading day total return.  Sectors are ranked by total return; green 

indicating positive and red indicating negative return, along with the overall S&P 500 in black. 

These charts represent the new sectors following the 2018 sector reconfiguration.  
 

Asset Class Performance – (as of 3/22/2022 close) 

 

-20% -10% 0% 10% 20% 30%

US Corporate Bond

Growth

Real Estate

Emerging Markets ($)

Emerging Markets (local currency)

Small Cap

US Government Bond

Foreign Developed ($)

US High Yield

Large Cap

Mid Cap

Foreign Developed (local currency)

Value

Cash

Commodities

YTD Asset Class Total Return

Source: Bloomberg

 
 

Asset classes are defined as follows: Large Cap (S&P 500 Index), Mid Cap (S&P 400 Index), 

Small Cap (Russell 2000 Index), Foreign Developed (MSCI EAFE (USD and local currency) 

Index), Real Estate (FTSE NAREIT Index), Emerging Markets (MSCI Emerging Markets (USD 

and local currency) Index), Cash (iShares Short Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. Corporate Bond 

(iShares iBoxx $ Investment Grade Corporate Bond ETF), U.S. Government Bond (iShares 7-10 

Year Treasury Bond ETF), U.S. High Yield (iShares iBoxx $ High Yield Corporate Bond ETF), 

Commodities (Bloomberg total return Commodity Index), Value (S&P 500 Value), Growth 

(S&P 500 Growth). 

This chart shows the year-to-date 

returns for various asset classes, 

updated daily.  The asset classes are 

ranked by total return (including 

dividends), with green indicating 

positive and red indicating negative 

returns from the beginning of the 

year, as of prior close. 
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P/E Update 

 

March 17, 2022 
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P/E as of 3/16/2022 = 21.0x

 
 

 

Based on our methodology,1 the current P/E is 21.0x, down 0.4x from last week.  The decline in 

the multiple is mostly due to upgraded earnings.  
 

 

This report was prepared by Confluence Investment Management LLC and reflects the current opinion of the 

authors. It is based upon sources and data believed to be accurate and reliable. Opinions and forward-looking 

statements expressed are subject to change. This is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell any security. 

 
1 This chart offers a running snapshot of the S&P 500 P/E in a long-term historical context. We are using a specific 
measurement process, similar to Value Line, which combines earnings estimates and actual data. We use an 
adjusted operating earnings number going back to 1870 (we adjust as-reported earnings to operating earnings 
through a regression process until 1988), and actual operating earnings after 1988. For the current quarter, we use 
the I/B/E/S estimates which are updated regularly throughout the quarter; currently, the four-quarter earnings 
sum includes three actual quarters (Q2, Q3, and Q4) and one estimate (Q1). We take the S&P average for the 
quarter and divide by the rolling four-quarter sum of earnings to calculate the P/E. This methodology isn’t perfect 
(it will tend to inflate the P/E on a trailing basis and deflate it on a forward basis), but it will also smooth the data 
and avoid P/E volatility caused by unusual market activity (through the average price process). Why this process?  
Given the constraints of the long-term data series, this is the best way to create a long-term dataset for P/E ratios. 


